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Abstract

This deliverable has described the updates planned in cycle 3 for
the access control PDP, the SLA management and the reputation
service.




The PDP’s main updates are concerned with reusability,
modularity and ease of installation and use.
The updates in SLA management for cycle 3 are mainly
related to the way in which components and
experimenters interact with SLAs.
The main updates to Reputation Service are proposed for
cycle 3 are extensions to the Federated Trust and User
Experience (FTUE) algorithm, and integrating the
Reputation Service with stand‐alone tools.

This deliverable will be followed by D7.6, which describes the
results of implementing these updates in Fed4FIRE’s infrastructure.
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Disclaimer
The information, documentation and figures available in this deliverable, is written by the
Fed4FIRE (Federation for FIRE) – project consortium under EC co‐financing contract FP7‐ICT‐
318389 and does not necessarily reflect the views of the European Commission. The
European Commission is not liable for any use that may be made of the information
contained herein.
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Executive Summary
This deliverable describes the updates planned in cycle 3 for the access control PDP, the SLA
management and the reputation service. This deliverable addresses requirements described in D7.5
(experiences and conclusions from deployment of WP7 components in cycle 2), so to make sense of
this deliverable’s content, D7.5 should ideally be read before this deliverable.
The PDP’s main updates are concerned with reusability, modularity and ease of installation and use.
An analysis of the PDP was conducted regarding these aspects and has been reported in D7.5. The
approach to address the requirements arising from this analysis has been reported here. The main
approaches include:



Shared vocabularies and standardised processing, thus enabling any deployment‐specific
processing to be isolated to policy rules and assertions scripts, meaning that the PDP has a
standardised reusable code base.
Vagrant scripts for installation, meaning that installation is much simplified from the user’s
perspective as it is mostly automated.

The updates in SLA management for cycle 3 are mainly related to the way in which components and
experimenters interact with SLAs. Their purpose is to extend the functionalities of the SLA
management process to facilitate the interaction with SLAs and experimenters, testbeds and
software components of the federation. To achieve this, a new design of the component
communication scheme has been described. In addition, this report also describes updates to how
the monitoring metrics are obtained and specifications of a GUI tool (SLA‐Dashboard) for testbeds to
define and visualize their own SLAs.
The main updates to Reputation Service proposed for cycle 3 are:





Extending the Federated Trust and User Experience (FTUE) algorithm, incorporating
information regarding SLA violations for the experiment under evaluation, alongside or as an
alternative to monitoring information.
Updating the Reputation Service API to enable integration with stand‐alone tools, e.g. jFed.
Expanding the list of testbeds that can be evaluated using the reputation service to all
testbeds in Fed4FIRE accessible to the users via the Fed4FIRE portal and jFed.

This deliverable will be followed by D7.6, which describes the results of implementing these updates
in Fed4FIRE’s infrastructure.
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Acronyms and Abbreviations
AM
Authn
Authz
CA
CMS
CRUD
CSR
DN
FRCP
FTUE
GID
GUI
HRN
IdP
MOS
OMF
OML
PDP
PEP
QoE
QoS
RAG
RC
REST
ROCQ
SA
SFA
SLA
URN
UUID

Aggregate Manager
Authentication
Authorisation
Certificate Authority
Content Management System
Create, Read, Update, Delete
Certificate Signing Request
Distinguished Name
Federated Resource Control Protocol
Federated Trust and User Experience
Globally Unique Identifier
Graphical User Interface
Human‐Readable Name
Identity Provider
Mean Opinion Score
Orbit Management Framework – a reference implementation of FRCP
ORBIT Measurements framework and Library
Policy Decision Point
Policy Enforcement Point
Quality of Experience
Quality of Service
“Red‐Amber‐Green” – status indicators for components operational state for first
level support
Resource Controller (in OMF)
Representational State Transfer
Reputation, Opinion, Credibility, Quality
Slice Authority
Slice Federation Architecture
Service Level Agreement
Uniform Resource Name
Universally Unique Identifier
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1 Introduction
This document is a specification for the developments in cycle 3 of WP7 in Fed4FIRE. It contains three
distinct sections, corresponding to the design and implementation tasks in WP7: T7.2 concerning
access control, T7.3 concerning SLA management and T7.4 concerning reputation. Section 2, from IT
Innovation, concerns updates to the Policy Decision Point (PDP), which was originally reported in
D7.2. This section takes requirements reported in D7.5 (experiences from cycle 2) as inputs, so to
make sense of these requirements it is recommended to read D7.5 before this deliverable. Section 3
(from ATOS) concerns updates to the SLA management component, and Section 4 (from NTUA)
concerns updates to the Reputation component.
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2 PDP Third Cycle Specification
This section describes the specification for the third cycle. It takes as input requirements based on
analysis of the experiences gained from operating the PDP in cycle 2. These requirements are
reported in D7.5, which is concurrently available with D7.4. The requirements addressed in the
deliverables are the ones concerned with design, implementation or deployment updates to the PDP.
The other requirements in D7.5 are mainly concerned with code management and documentation,
and the recommendations are self‐explanatory. These recommendations will simply be followed, and
there is no need to describe how they will be addressed in this deliverable.
The main theme of these requirements is the “generalisation” of the PDP, transitioning from the
specific deployments to a more generally deployable PDP that can be used in a wider variety of
situations. This enhancement will thus make the PDP more flexible and easy to deploy in different
situations.
Currently the PDP contains code that is specific to certain deployments. Deployment‐specific code
was used as a means of helping early adopters of the PDP to get up and running quickly, but it is
recognised that this is not desirable as the number of deployments increases, as it will require
extensive code maintenance. In addition, deployment‐specific code will limit the applicability of the
PDP to new deployments into the future. Hence the major requirement is to make the core PDP
generally applicable by removing the deployment specific code. This raises a number of specific
issues, which are discussed in the individual requirements in the remainder of this section. These
requirements are repeated from D7.5 (italicised) with discussion of the approach chosen to address
them for cycle 3.

2.1 PDP Generalisation
Requirement 12: Message handling and policy rule configuration should be separated. Deployments
are named by testbed (e.g. vwall or bonfire) in the configuration file, and the deployment name is
used to determine the message handing (how to get facts, attributes, etc from message) and policies
(how message outcomes relate to decision making). Coupling these two functions together in
collections specific to one deployment is firstly architecturally problematic as the two functions are
different aspects and secondly not scalable to further deployments.
Requirement 21: Remove any deployment‐specific assertion message parsing. The existing PDP
contains special bean objects corresponding to specific deployments, and these should be removed
where they are not generally applicable to other deployments. Standardised assertions should be
investigated to replace these specific objects.
Requirement 22: Identity standardised mappings for standard types of credentials. Parsing different
credentials such as X.509 Certificates or Slice Credentials has revealed same patterns therefore
providing standardised mappings will help to control what facts should be generated from different
credential types and consequently used in rules.
The approach chosen to address these requirements is to employ as much standardisation as
possible. This standardisation is mainly in the vocabulary chosen for assertions and access policies,
and how the assertions are parsed. If standard methods of parsing and standard vocabularies are
adopted, then standardised (i.e. not deployment‐specific) message and rule processing can be
adopted, thus removing the need for deployment‐specific processing and enabling them to be
processed separately.
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2.1.1 Shared Vocabularies
The access policy is written using a certain vocabulary and it is necessary to ensure that it is possible
for facts to be asserted using the same vocabulary and structure. If this does not happen, the access
policy rules will never have their conditions satisfied, and therefore there will be no possibility of
access being granted under any circumstances. There is thus a need for standardisation of
vocabularies so that access policies and assertions can refer to and share them.
Assertions come from two places in a typical PDP deployment: from an authorised asserter (who
programs the PDP with reservation information), and from user requests, which include supporting
assertions such as access tokens. Figure 1 shows these entities, and the shared vocabulary needed by
each actor in order to ensure the assertions match the access policy specification.

Figure 1: Shared Vocabulary and Entities for Access Control

In Figure 1, the entities that need to use the same vocabulary are the Access Policy Rules, the
Reservation Assertion Script, and the Experiment Script, because all of these need to be consistent in
order for the PDP to have a possibility of permitting access.
In the rules and assertions, there are a number of literal values that need to be standardised
between the rule and the assertion to give a possibility of rule conditions being satisfied. The
following example shows part of a rule’s condition set, with a specification for facts.
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has :Slice, "is_type", "slice"
has :Slice, "has_owner", :Owner
has :Resource, "is_type", "resource"
has :Resource, "has_container", :Slice
has :Request, "has_user", :Owner
has :Request, "has_resource", :Resource
has :Request, "has_method", :Method
has :SliceCredential, "is_type", "slice_credential"
has :SliceCredential, "has_owner", :Owner
has :SliceCredential, "has_slice_id", :Slice

In the above example, the facts needed by the rule are represented as triples containing a Subject,
Predicate, and an Object. Typically the Predicate is some property of the Subject, and the Object the
Property’s value. Literal values are quoted (e.g. ”is_type”), while variables that can be bound by
values are preceded by a colon and the first letter is capitalised (e.g. :Slice). The Subject and Object
are variables that are bound at runtime or literals. The Predicate is usually a literal value. The first
fact specification in the example above means there needs to be a fact describing a slice (identified
by the variable :Slice) that is of the type (“is_type”) and the type is also a literal: “slice”:
Subject (variable)

Predicate (literal)

Object (literal)

:Slice

"is_type"

"slice"

The second fact has a variable and literal as its subject and predicate respectively, but this time the
object is a variable:
Subject (variable)

Predicate (literal)

Object (variable)

:Slice

" has_owner "

:Owner

The literal values and the fact structure both need to be shared between the rule and the entity that
makes assertions. For example, if the rule uses the string “is_type”, and the asserter uses the string
“has‐type” to mean the same thing, the conditions of the rule will not be met, because the two
strings are not identical.
Once the vocabulary is shared, all that is required is to construct the scripts used by the authorised
asserter and the user (the Reservation Assertion Script and the Experiment Script respectively) using
the structure in the vocabulary. These scripts and the Access Policy Rules will be specific to each
deployment, and templates will be provided to assist testbed administrators deploying the PDP.
Because the assertion scripts and the access policy deal with the deployment‐specific aspects (i.e. the
language and structure of assertions and access policy rules), it is possible to simplify the assertion
parsing, so that if the assertions pass authentication, they are simply asserted as facts into the
working memory. This removes the need for customised code on the PDP sever side, and so the PDP
standard codebase can apply to many deployments. The only deployment‐specific parts of the
deployment are the assertion scripts and the access policy rules (all coloured green in Figure 1).
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The vocabulary’s specification is strictly the decision of the testbed administrator, meaning they can
define their own vocabulary if they so wish. Having said this, there are many ontologies existing
already1 that describe elements likely to be needed in access policy rules, so it is sensible to use
these and standardise a set of preferred vocabularies in a federation community, so that a common
vocabulary is used across the whole federation, and deviations or additions are only used when
necessary and justifiable.

2.1.2 Parsing Access Request & Tokens
Slice credentials and X.509 certificates are the access token formats chosen by the project, and the
parser already implemented in the PDP has a standardised mapping from the fields in these access
tokens to assertions. This means that whenever a slice credential or certificate is parsed, the
resulting assertions will always be in the same format and will derive from the same elements in the
wire message. All that is required is to publish the mapping, so that the creator of an access policy
can refer to them when the elements from a certificate or slice credential are required in the access
policy. Standardised mappings for:




Plain and delegated slice credentials
GENI certificates
OMF messages

are given in Appendix 1 – Standard Request and Slice Credential Assertion Mappings.
A further requirement is to separate the processing of OMF messages and the access tokens that
may come with them. The reason for this is to provide a modular framework that can accommodate
new and updated processing for access request messages and access tokens, and the processing of
access request messages and tokens will be updated as described in Figure 2.

1

See for example http://www.daml.org/ontologies/category.html
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Figure 2: Access Request & Token Processing

The major difference between the update depicted in Figure 2 and the current PDP version is that in
the updated version, the processing specific to access tokens and request messages is separated into
two separate sections. This means that functionality specific to one format is self‐contained, and
each can be replaced or new processing can be added to support additional message or token
formats.
Once the message arrives on the wire (the transmission protocol, e.g. HTTP / XMPP / AMQP etc), the
message is checked to determine that its signature is valid. If it is, it is passed through to the specific
processing for different elements – in the figure above this is processing of the Slice Credential or
OMF Message. Each processor takes the whole message, extracts the relevant information from it
(e.g. the slice credential processing extracts the slice credential if it exists in the message), validates if
necessary and extracts relevant information using a standardised mapping. The information is then
asserted into the working memory of the PDP, ready for comparison against the access policy rules.
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The interface point for the message and token processing and the access decision is the box marked
“collection of access request facts”. This is actually an object that contains fact predicates ready for
submission to an access request. Each processor of a message or access token can add to the set of
facts to be submitted to an access request as necessary, and when the collection is deemed
complete, the whole set is submitted to the access decision.

2.2 Installation
Requirement 10: Currently the PDP installation is a complex and manual process, which is prone to
errors and a barrier for adoption. In order to ease the PDP installation and initial PDP configuration
procedure appropriate automated tools (such as Vagrant or Docker) should ideally be used to create
fully automated PDP installation and initial configuration script(s).
We have begun investigating automated installation of the PDP using Vagrant “shell provisioner”
scripts. These may be run by Vagrant upon creation of the VM, but the scripts can also be run stand‐
alone if required. In a complete environment, there are four separate installations:





PDP installation
PEP – The OMF RC that takes orders from PDP
Authorised asserter
User client – sends requests for resource usage to testbed along with access tokens.

These are illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 3: PDP Installations

It is possible that some of the installations may be merged into one image, but it is clearly preferable
to automate each one separately, so that they may be installed on different machines if so required.
The major work in creating vagrant scripts for these installations is installation of OMF and its
dependencies (mainly Ruby), but once this work is done, the four scripts all share the OMF
installation part.
We have chosen to base the installation on Linux operating systems because it is open source and
ubiquitous, and many standard packages are already available for Linux using standard installation
tools such as apt‐get or yum.
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The PDP requires:






Standard Ruby + OMF installation
MongoDB – this can come from standard repositories
Wongi‐engine – the rule engine. This comes from github and is supplied as a Ruby Gem2.
The PDP Ruby scripts
Configuration and access policy rule files specific to the installation and the testbed
administrator’s requirements. This includes:
1. Installation of PDP private key and certificate
2. Installation of trusted Root CA certificates
3. Installation of trusted authorised asserter certificates
4. Creation of access control rule for each access policy

The PEP requires:



Standard Ruby + OMF installation.
Patching of the OMF Resource Controller code to ensure it only accepts instructions from the
PDP.

The Authorised Asserter requires:



Ruby + OMF client installation
Reservation assertion scripts specific to the requirements of the testbed administrator and
the access policy rules.

The Experimenter requires:



Ruby + OMF client installation
Experiment scripts that invoke the resource controller in the PEP.

The Access Policy Rules, the Reservation Assertion and Experimenter Scripts (the green elements of
Figure 1 and Figure 3) are specific to each deployment, and must be created manually. This is where
the shared vocabulary is important as it involves making sure the authorised asserter facts are able
to match the format and language of the policy. Templates and examples of access policy rules and
assertion scripts will be provided in the standard installation, to help testbed administrators get
started.

2.3 PDP Configuration
Requirement 11: The current PDP installations are hard coded to each deployment. This means that
there are multiple versions of the PDP to maintain, which is not scalable.
Much of this requirement has already been addressed via the discussion above, where the removal
of deployment‐specific elements of the PDP are discussed and replaced via standardisation of
vocabularies for the policy rules, assertion scripts and access control token parsing.
Requirement 13: The policies that apply to an installation should not be distributed with the PDP –
instead, they should be set by the systems administrator on installation. Example policies as
templates should be included in the distribution so as to guide the testbed administrator in creating
the policies for their testbed.

2

https://github.com/ulfurinn/wongi‐engine
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This is addressed by standardising the release package. If any assistance is provided by IT Innovation
to the testbeds on specific issues to the individual deployment (e.g. creation of access rules and
assertion scripts for testbeds), this will be delivered separate from the standard installation package.

2.4 PDP Distribution
Requirement 15: The generic PDP distribution should not include specific testbed deployment scripts
(i.e. Authorised Asserter CLI scripts etc.) – these should be distributed separately.
This is a counterpart to the response to Requirement 13. A standard release package will be created,
and if any elements specific to certain deployments need to be created by IT Innovation, they will be
released separately. Because of the vocabulary approach described above, the deployment‐specific
elements will be restricted to access policy rules and assertion scripts.

2.5 Administration of the PDP
Requirement 16: Investigate tools to support visualisation of policies and logs for systems
administrators. Commands are provided to get the working memory state by listing asserted facts,
but this is a complex low level view on the data and for any large deployment would be unreadable by
humans. This is problematic when trying to investigate the current state of access to resources and
the facts contributing to a security decision. Readability of policies and facts is important for trust in
the system itself and knowing that the correct decisions are being made.
Currently all system logging is to files, and this approach has significant drawbacks concerning
searching for specific information. To address this, it is proposed that all PDP system log information
is written to the PDP’s database (in a separate schema to the one used to store the working memory
snapshot). This will provide a query‐able interface to the PDP system log, which should simplify
location and examination of information of information. Each access request and its decision process
(including e.g. the working memory of the PDP at the decision time, the access request, the decision
at the response) should be searchable by e.g. the request time, the user making the request, or the
resource being requested, and if the request was granted, which policy rule was responsible. Using a
database to store this information should make it straightforward to support queries such as these.
Requirement 17: Investigate tools to support analysis of message authorisation decision outcomes
for system administrators. Currently all message authorisation requests are logged to one common
log file which makes if difficult for system administrators to analyse message authorisation requests
(i.e. system administrators will need to analyse a large common PDP log file if there are errors and
problems need to be fixed).
This requirement is addressed by the response to Requirement 16.

2.6 PDP Error Handling
Requirement 18: Mechanisms for ensuring the consistency of the fact base (i.e. handle duplicate facts
etc.) need to be investigated. In the current version of the PDP, it is possible to assert mutually
inconsistent facts (for example, a fact saying a situation is true and another saying the same situation
is false), leading to indeterminate decisions.
To address this, it is proposed to enforce the following rules:
1. A subject‐predicate combination can only have one value only (that is one object). Duplicate
values are not allowed. This removes the possibility of inconsistency in the facts store.
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2. If a duplicate value for subject‐predicate combination is asserted, the default processing is to
throw an error.
3. The asserter may optionally specify a flag: "force_update = true" for a predicate assertion
and if the same subject‐predicate combination already exists, the new value will update the
existing value in the working memory. It is important that the force update flag is set per
predicate assertion, so the asserter is aware of the behaviour and understands what will
happen if there is a duplicate.
As an example, if a predicate of the form:
<Subject = “Experiment4567”>,
<Predicate = “has_expiry_time”>,
<Object = “2015‐02‐23T23:59:59”>
already exists in the fact store and another fact is asserted of the form:
<Subject = “Experiment4567”>,
<Predicate = “has_expiry_time”>,
<Object = “2015‐02‐25T23:59:59”>3
the default behaviour will be to throw an error since the subject and the predicate are the same, and
it is not permissible to have two expiry times for the same experiment. If, however, the asserter
specifies the "force_update = true" flag when making the assertion, the result will be that the fact
store contains the updated expiry time, and there will still be only one value for the subject‐predicate
combination.
Requirement 19: When a request is denied (e.g. not authorised) no error message or any feedback is
sent to the client. This decreases the usability of the system as the user has no idea what is going on.
A mechanism for reporting the outcome of security decisions to the client should be implemented.
In the event of an access request being denied, a denial message will be posted to the requester’s
topic, so they can be informed about the denial.

2.7 PDP Performance
Requirement 20: The primary performance of the PDP can be measured in terms of transactions a
second (e.g. security decisions are second). The performance will be influenced by factors such as the
size of the fact base, complexity of policy rules, arrival rates and available compute resources.
Performance tests should be conducted to understand how the PDP will scale for expected
deployment conditions.
Performance tests will be conducted to determine any bottlenecks in the PDP. The rule engine itself
is not expected to be a bottleneck, since it is implemented using the efficient and scalable Rete
algorithm4. In addition, it is unlikely the facts store will become cluttered with facts because the facts
pertaining to a request are retracted from the facts store once the access decision has been made.
Investigation should be conducted into automatic cleaning of old assertions from authorised
asserters, for example reservations that have expired. The major performance bottleneck expected is
that the PDP can only make one access control decision at a time. This is because a transaction is
3

The differences between these two assertions are in the values – highlighted in bold and underlined.
Forgy, Charles L. "Rete: A fast algorithm for the many pattern/many object pattern match problem." Artificial
intelligence 19.1 (1982): 17‐37.

4
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placed around the assertion of facts pertaining to a request, the access control decision and the
retraction of the request facts. This is done using a mutex5 to ensure exclusive access to the facts
store, and therefore because of this only one access request can be processed at a time. This is likely
to be the limiting factor on the transaction processing capability of the PDP.

2.8 Generalisation
The requirements from D7.5 concerning generalisation via standardisation have already been
discussed in section 2.1, and the remaining requirement is discussed here.
Requirement 23: Provide a REST interface for the Authorised Asserter. This will be used by the
Authorised Asserter to assert or retract facts to and from the PDP without the need to use OMF tools.
This is a step towards enabling the PDP to protect resources other than OMF. It removes the need for
authorised asserters to install an OMF client – with a REST interface, which uses the HTTP protocol,
all that is needed is a simple HTTP client (such as cURL6).

5
6

See e.g. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mutual_exclusion
http://curl.haxx.se/
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3 Implementation of the SLA architectural
elements
3.1 Introduction
The changes in SLA management for cycle 3 are mainly related to the way in which components and
experimenters interact with SLAs. Their purpose is to extend the functionalities of the SLA
management process to enable experimenters, testbeds and software components of the federation
to use SLAs. To achieve that, a new design of the component communication scheme, SLA coverage
redefinition, a change in how the monitoring metrics are obtained and a GUI tool (SLA‐Dashboard)
for testbeds to define and visualize their own SLAs, are presented.
Some requirements for cycle 3 were obtained from a survey testbeds were asked to fill regarding
their plans for SLAs in next cycle. Results showed that no new testbeds are planning to offer SLAs in
their infrastructure, apart from the ones that already provide SLAs. The rest only guarantee resource
availability on a best effort basis. From those who already offer SLAs, answers provided information
about improvements on resource monitoring that will lead to extended offerings of more complex
SLAs. Moreover, desires to make the SLA evaluation results affect the testbed’s reputation or the
experimenter and providing compensation quota on SLA violation were also expressed by testbeds.

3.2 SLA system components
One of the cycle 3 requirements is focused on making SLA creation and management independent of
the client tool used by the experimenter. The previously defined components of the SLA architecture
are kept:
●

SLA management module (SLA Core): located at testbed level, this module is in charge of
managing SLAs. It performs the creation, deletion and evaluation of SLAs during the
experiment lifetime.

●

SLA Collector: this is a common element for the federation whose purpose is to act as a
central communication point for the client tools and the SLA Management module located in
each testbed offering SLAs. Client tools only need to communicate with the SLA Collector
indicating which testbed they want to access and the SLA Collector will perform the
appropriate calls to the corresponding testbed. This component offers an API to ease the
whole SLA process (from creation to destruction) for client tools.

●

SLA front‐end tool (Plugin for MySlice): experimenters are able to accept and visualize the
status of accepted SLAs through the Fed4FIRE portal by means of a SLA plugin developed for
it.

Description of the SLA management module and the SLA Collector internal details will not be
modified and can be found in “D7.2 ‐ Detailed specifications regarding trustworthiness for the second
cycle”. Moreover, a new SLA component will be added for cycle 3:
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●

SLA Dashboard: is a tool that will help the testbed provider to create the offerings (SLA
templates), to check the agreements that have been created using his templates and to
monitor the result of the agreement execution.

3.3 Communication between SLA elements
The main change regarding interfaces to communicate between SLA elements will be related to the
extension of the SLA Collector API to allow any kind of client tool from the federation to be able to
interact with SLAs. This change will also be applied to a lighter version of the SLA plugin for the
Fed4FIRE portal; the SLA creation logic implemented in the plugin will be moved to the SLA Collector.
This change will allow different federation tools, and not just the Fed4FIRE portal, to create SLAs.
The key parameter to manage SLAs is their unique identifier (i.e. SLA id). This parameter is required
to start and stop the SLA evaluation and has to be provided upon SLA creation. In D7.2 it was defined
that the start of the evaluation would be done by the Aggregate Manager of each testbed. However,
this approach requires including SLA information in the SFA calls to the AM and the AM to be aware
of all the SLAs that are active in the testbed. Due to the complexity of the work required to notify the
AM and to extend its functionalities, a new approach for the complete SLA management has been
defined for cycle 3. The purpose is to allow testbeds to adopt SLAs just by deploying the SLA
Management module, without requiring changes in their AM.

3.3.1 SLA Collector
The SLA Collector is acting as a proxy between a client and the SLA Management from any testbed.
To simplify this communication the SLA Collector will record in a database which SLA Id corresponds
to which testbed. When the SLA Collector receives a call without the name of the testbed but with
the SLA Id it will be able to redirect the call to the proper testbed. In case that no SLA Id is included in
the call, the client will need to include the testbed name to which the call should be redirected,
otherwise an exception will be raised.

3.3.2 SLA creation and evaluation start and stop process
The process for creating a SLA in a testbed will be as follows:
1. The experimenter, using any kind of client tool (accepted by the federation), asks the SLA
Collector for a new SLA Id. Alternatively, the client tool can generate its own SLA Id using the
UUID standard, following the pattern of 32 hexadecimal characters separated by hyphens in
the form 8‐4‐4‐4‐12.
2. The client requests the resource reservation to a testbed and the testbed confirms the
reservation. The answer from the testbed should contain the following fields, to which the
client tool will add the SLA Id from the previous step:





"SLIVER_INFO_AGGREGATE_URN": e.g.
"urn:publicid:IDN+pks2.sdn.uky.edu+authority+cm"
"SLIVER_INFO_EXPIRATION": e.g. "2014‐10‐29T16:17:55+01:00"
"SLIVER_INFO_SLICE_URN": e.g. "urn:publicid:IDN+ch.geni.net:CHtest+slice+st5"
"SLIVER_INFO_CREATOR_URN": e.g. "urn:publicid:IDN+ch.geni.net+user+brechtv"
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"SLIVER_INFO_URN": e.g. ["urn:publicid:IDN+pks2.sdn.uky.edu+sliver+3973",
"urn:publicid:IDN+pks2.sdn.uky.edu+sliver+3974"]
"SLIVER_INFO_SLA_ID": e.g. "7797a9f7‐52ef‐4a01‐91ea‐4d22bf654ded"

3. The client tool sends that information through a POST call to the SLA Collector in JSON
format. The SLA Collector will call the SLA Management module of the specified testbed with
the information to create the new SLA.
Once the corresponding SLA Management tool confirms the SLA creation, the SLA evaluation can be
started. In order to do so, the client performs a PUT request to the SLA Collector indicating to start
the evaluation of a SLA by means of the SLA Id provided. This can be done immediately or after some
time in case the experiment starts later.
The stop of the SLA evaluation can be done either in the same way it is started, i.e. the client tool
doing an explicit call to the SLA Collector with the SLA Id to be stopped, or it can be automatically
stopped by the SLA Management tool once the expiration date of the SLA is reached.
At any point during the SLA evaluation, a request for the SLA status to the SLA Collector can be done
by the client indicating the SLA Id. Depending on the stage the SLA is, it will receive one of the
following values:
●
●
●

If the SLA is created but its evaluation has not started yet, the status will be “Provisioned”.
If the SLA is being evaluated, the status will be “Evaluating”.
If the SLA evaluation has finished, the status will be “Finished”, and the evaluation result will
be available.

A schematic view of the complete process, from SLA creation to the visualization of the evaluation
results, is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. SLA creation and visualization process for Cycle 3

This approach avoids the need of the SLA Management module to notify the SLA Id to the Aggregate
Manager of each testbed. The responsibility of doing that has been delegated to the client tool.
Furthermore, the SLA Collector API and the communication between SLA components imply the
requirement of security mechanisms that restrict the access to federated tools and experimenters.
To simplify the security access from client tools, two approaches will be taken, as follows.



The experimenter authentication will be delegated to client tool (e.g. Fed4FIRE portal, jFed).
The SLA Collector will trust experimenters using a federated client since they are required to
be already identified in the federation to be able to use such tools.
The communication between client tools and SLA Collector will be secured using Basic HTTP
Authentication over a secure channel. This will reduce the complexity of using certificates to
authenticate client tools as it is being done between the SLA Collector and the SLA
Management modules. Although the number of client tools being supported by the moment
in the federation is small, for scalability purposes the same credentials will be used by every
client.
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3.4 SLA Evaluation
There will be a change in the kind of information SLAs will contain. Previously, SLAs were designed to
work on sliver basis: one SLA per sliver, where the sliver could contain one or several resources from
a single testbed. However, this approach led to some technical issues regarding how to obtain
monitoring information of each resource on a sliver. Sliver implementation is defined by each
testbed and it may contain one or several resources, these being the same type (e.g. virtual
machines, wireless nodes). For the case where a single resource is contained in a sliver, using a SLA
per sliver would mean having a SLA per resource, which would delay the experiment resource
reservation and make the overall process worse, forcing the experimenter to accept the same SLA for
each resource reserved in a testbed.
The solution has been to define a single SLA to cover a set of slivers per testbed and per experiment,
independently of the mapping between resources and slivers the testbed performs. That is, if the
experimenter reserves five resources from a testbed and three from another, both offering SLAs,
then there would be two SLAs, one per testbed covering the set of reserved slivers of each one.
Consequently, evaluations of SLAs are carried out by means of defined constraints over the slivers.
Monitoring metrics, e.g. Availability, for each sliver under a SLA are retrieved from either testbed
local database or a central monitoring component of the federation, and are checked against the
guaranteed value defined by the testbed.
Figure 5 represents a schematic diagram of how the slice, slivers and SLAs are related. One slice can
contain multiple SLAs, which evaluate a set of slivers from a single testbed. Every time new resources
are reserved in one testbed during the slice lifetime, a new SLA covering the sliver identifiers
associated to those resources is created.

Figure 5. SLA relation with slivers and experiment slice
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3.5 External interfaces
3.5.1 Monitoring
The SLA management module will retrieve the required monitoring metrics for a SLA that is being
evaluated directly from the PostgreSQL database where they are stored. This database can be
accessed independently of its location, either at the testbed itself or as a central component of the
federation. Each testbed installing a SLA management module will need to configure privileged
access for that module to a PostgreSQL database storing the infrastructure monitoring published by
the testbeds’ OML stream. In case the metrics are being stored in a central monitoring component,
then the administrator of such component will have to configure the access to the corresponding
table.
As stated in “D6.4 ‐ Detailed specifications regarding monitoring and measurement for third cycle”,
SLA Management tool is prepared to evaluate any kind of metric that can be monitored by the
testbed. Monitoring metrics are directly retrieved from the PostgreSQL monitoring database.
Composed metrics such as mean values, ratios from previous values, etc., can also be evaluated in
the SLA management module, as long as they are computed by the testbed and exposed through the
PostgreSQL in the same way metrics such as availability are being stored.

3.5.2 Reputation
SLA evaluation results will be integrated in the Reputation system for cycle 3. Thus, a positive
evaluation result will improve the testbed’s reputation, the same way it will be negatively affected by
a SLA failure.
SLA evaluation result can be retrieved through the SLA Collector, getting a list with the number of
violations and the moment they occurred. It is also possible to just ask for the status of the SLA once
its evaluation has been finished, which will indicate if it has been OK or a violation has happened and
therefore the SLA has failed.
The detailed way in which the testbed’s reputation will be affected by a SLA violation will be studied
during cycle 3 taking into account aspects such as the differences between testbeds SLA offerings
and the type of resources covered.

3.5.3 Quota
According to the results obtained from the SLA survey sent to the testbed owners regarding their
plans for cycle 3, some that already offer SLAs expressed their intention to provide compensation
quota for experimenters in case SLA violations occur.
The algorithms to associate the appropriate quota for a certain number of SLA violations and how to
proceed with the compensation to the experimenter will be studied during cycle 3.
Some issues about the SLAs with quota‐based reservation have already been detected:
●

When a SLA violation occurs, it may not always be caused by a failure of the testbed. In some
cases, the error may come from a bad use of the resource by the experimenter and is not
trivial to identify who is responsible of the component failure.

●

One approach for quota compensation may be done by extending the reservation time of
selected resources. However, for testbeds with high demand, there can be an existing
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reservation by another experimenter of the resources that want to be extended as
compensation. Therefore, it will not be possible to provide such quota compensation and a
different approach has to be selected.
●

Different approaches for quota compensation may involve, for example, providing extra
resources or reservation priority for the next experiment. For those cases, a mechanism to
enforce testbeds to comply with the offered compensation has to be developed.

A deeper analysis on those issues will be performed in order to determine the viability of allowing
quota compensation on testbeds when SLA violations occur. This is a desired functionality to be
implemented since it is expected that it will allow both SLAs and quota‐based reservations increase
their weight in the federation.

3.6 SLA Dashboard
This section presents the architecture and security‐related details on the SLA Dashboard component
that will be introduced in cycle 3. Description of the GUI and the SLA template definition process can
be found in deliverable D5.4 – Detailed specifications for third cycle ready, as it has been considered
a more appropriate deliverable for those topics due to the nature of the SLA Dashboard tool in terms
of user interaction.
The SLA Dashboard is a tool foreseen for service providers to design and implement their own SLAs.
This will ensure some independence for testbeds willing to adopt SLAs.
Each testbed provider (SLA‐Administrator in this context) will be able to create its SLA templates. The
experimenter, also named testbed user, will be able to select (with another tool) the template that
best matches his needs and generate an agreement that will be monitored in the SLA Management
module.

Figure 6. SLA Dashboard architecture
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The SLA Dashboard is a tool that will help the testbed provider to create these templates, to check
the agreements that have been created using his templates and to monitor the result of the
agreement execution.
If a testbed provider has several testbeds in the federation (as is for example the case of iMinds,
which has two testbeds: Virtual Wall, WiLab2), the tool will centralise the SLA template setup for all
the involved testbeds.
Figure 6 shows the cropped Fed4FIRE architecture where we can see the part that is involved in the
interaction with the SLA Dashboard. The SLA Dashboard will be a web‐based application. Any
provider should be able to access from any computer that has a connection to the SLA Collector.
In this architecture we will have two levels of security:
●
●

User security: The SLA‐Administrator or provider must authenticate with a user and
password to have access to the SLA Dashboard
Inter component security: the components will have security mechanisms in order to
authenticate themselves, so as to prevent third‐party tools retrieving sensitive information.
This security is completely transparent to the testbed providers and will be configured during
the installation and setup of the components.

3.6.1 User security
A SLA Dashboard administrator will need to configure the usernames and passwords from the
Providers. It will be also responsible to indicate to which testbed the Provider is granted to have
access. However, the SLA Dashboard administrator will not have privileges to upload SLA templates
to a testbed, restricting such capability to testbed operators.
The SLA Dashboard will always indicate from which testbed the information has to be retrieved. The
SLA Collector will have in its database the information the IP address of each existing testbed and will
act as a proxy and will redirect the call to the proper SLA Management module.

3.6.2 Inter component security
Any component accessing to the SLA Collector will need to implement a basic authentication. The
SLA Collector is configured to accept the calls from just one specific user. If requested, it would be
possible to have a different user per component that wants to access the SLA Collector.
The inter component authentication between the SLA Collector and the SLA Management module is
done through certificates, specifically using the combination client‐server certificate. The SLA
Management module will have a server certificate installed. The Client certificate sent back by the
SLA Collector will have been issued by the same CA as the server certificate.
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4 Reputation Service Design
The reputation service in Fed4FIRE aims to provide mechanisms and tools towards building
trustworthy services based on the combination of experimenters' Quality of Experience (QoE) and
monitoring data. The developed mechanisms and tools will reflect the experimenters' perspective
with the objective of empowering them to select testbeds for their experiments based on dynamic
performance metrics. These metrics will offer a “smart” user support service that provides a unified
and quantitative view of the trustworthiness of a facility.
In order to achieve that, the service mainly focuses on building reputation‐based trust utilizing:
1. Raw monitoring data (e.g. information to experimenters on up‐time, usage etc. that results
into site popularity) and SLA information.
2. Users’ feedback regarding their Quality of Experience (QoE) and service received.
The main interactions of this service with the other Fed4FIRE components include communication
with: (1) the Data Broker from which monitoring data for the experiment's (reserved) resources will
be obtained (2) the SLA service from which information regarding SLA violations will be obtained and
(3) the Fed4FRE Portal or a respective 3rd party tool which will serve both as a place for displaying
testbeds’ reputation scores (statistics) and as a feedback page for users’ Quality of Experience on a
per experiment basis.
The remainder of this section will first introduce the basic Reputation Service concepts, necessary for
understanding the Reputation Service interactions/functionality in Fed4FIRE. In the following, we will
outline the interactions with external elements to the Reputation Service within the Fed4FIRE
ecosystem, as they are implemented in the end of Cycle 2, as well as their specification for Cycle 3.

4.1 Reputation Service: Basic Concepts
Experiment: Different testbeds within the federation apply different reservation policies for their
resources, primarily due to the fact that the resource sharing mechanisms are different (e.g.,
exclusive use of resources over a constrained timeslot, shared use of resources for a longer period in
time). From a researcher's perspective, a slice is a substrate‐wide network of computing,
communication, and measurement resources capable of running an experiment. An experiment is a
researcher‐defined use of a slice (an experiment runs in a slice) [1]. Since many different experiments
can run in a particular slice concurrently or over time, with regards to the reputation service the
assumption is made that an "Experiment" aggregates all resources that are reserved over a common
timeslot/period. In other words the user is asked to provide feedback for the resources that were
part of the slice for a particular period in time.
FTUE (Federated Trust and User Experience Framework): FTUE is a Reputation‐Based Trust
Framework that bases its principles on the ROCQ scheme, proposed by Garg and Battiti [2]. FTUE [3]
extends the framework provided in [4] from a single testbed to a federated environment. The FTUE
algorithm calculates the reputation value of federated experimental testbeds with regards to the
services they offer, by combining the users’ QoE perspective, taking as input user evaluation and
experience, along with the QoS perspective, obtained through monitoring data. Detailed description
of the FTUE algorithm is provided in Deliverable 7.5 [5].
Technical Service: A technical service in the Federated Trust and User Experience Framework is a
technical aspect stemming from the nature of each testbed and its resources. Each testbed selects
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the technical services that will be put under evaluation. Upon the completion of an experiment, the
experimenter is urged to answer a query on the performance of each aggregated technical service,
i.e. a service pertaining one or more testbeds, regarding the experiment conducted. Some examples
of services in testbeds are: node availability (up/down), link quality (e.g., Packet Delivery Ratio,
Service Loss Ratio, Packet Loss ‐ over a predefined threshold), system resources performance7 (e.g.,
CPU, memory, disk ‐ average utilization over a predefined threshold). Detailed description of
technical services is provided in Deliverable 7.2 [7] and Deliverable 7.5 [5].
Non‐Technical Service: A non‐technical service in the Federated Trust and User Experience
Framework corresponds to the non‐quantifiable experience of the user on conducting an
experiment. An example of such a service is the Overall Experience of the user conducting the
experiment. Detailed description of non‐technical services is provided in Deliverable 7.2 [7] and
Deliverable 7.5 [5].
QoE (User Feedback): The ratings of the experimenters are given in terms of a Mean Opinion Score
(MOS), as MOS is a typical user‐related metric for measuring QoE, ranging from 1 (worst) to 5 (best).

4.2 Reputation Service in the Fed4FIRE ecosystem
4.2.1 Reputation Service in Cycle 2
In Figure 7, the main interactions of the Reputation Service with the components of the Fed4FIRE
architecture are presented, following the end of cycle 2, while the interaction with each component
is explained in detail below.
•

Fed4FIRE Portal: Through the portal's Reputation plugin, experimenters are able by logging
in to the Fed4FIRE portal to (i) view reputation scores for the testbeds and their services (ii)
provide User Feedback about the execution of an experiment by filling in a form with QoE
questions for technical and non‐technical services. The Reputation plugin also identifies the
list of Experiments and retrieves the exact resources used in a particular user’s experiment
trough Manifold's SFA Gateway. Manifold's SFA Gateway provides an interface (via TopHat)
for querying all individual Aggregate Managers.

•

Data Broker: provides an interface (via Manifold) for accessing all the OML streams
(measurements points) originated from infrastructure monitoring (OML Servers). Testbeds
wrap their existing monitoring infrastructure (being Nagios, Zabbix or Collectd) in OML
streams. Detailed description of the Data Broker is provided in Deliverable 2.7 [5] The
Reputation Service queries the Data Broker in order to collect monitoring information
regarding the resources used in user’s experiment, for the duration of the experiment.

A detailed description of the implementation details for the Reputation Service at the end of Cycle 2
is provided in Deliverable 7.5 [5].

7

Applies only for shared computing resources.
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Figure 7: Cycle 2: Reputation Service

4.2.2 Reputation Service in Cycle 3
At the end of Cycle 3, the main goals for the Reputation Service are:
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1. Incorporating into the FTUE algorithm, information regarding SLA violations for the
experiment under evaluation, alongside or alternative to monitoring information.
2. Integrating the Reputation Service with stand‐alone tools, e.g. jFed.
3. Expanding the list of testbeds that can be evaluated using the reputation service to all
testbeds in Fed4FIRE accessible to the users via the Fed4FIRE portal and jFed.
In Figure 8, the main interactions of the Reputation Service with the components of the Fed4FIRE
architecture are presented, with regards to the end of Cycle 3, while the interaction with each
component is explained in detail below. The interaction of the Reputation Service only with stand‐
alone tools is only presented for the sake of readability. The Service will still support submitting /
viewing reputation scores by the Fed4FIRE portal, as depicted in Figure 7.
•

Stand‐Alone Tools: Experimenters should also be able to use stand‐alone tools such as jFed
in order to (i) view reputation scores for the testbeds and their services (ii) provide User
Feedback for the execution of an experiment by filling in a form with QoE questions for
technical and non‐technical services.
A stand‐alone tool using the REST API of the Reputation Service [5] may retrieve the list of
services that can be evaluated for each testbed. However the tool must support:
‐

Identifying the list of Experiments, as they are defined in Section 4.1, per
authenticated user and retrieving the exact resources used in a particular
Experiment trough individual Aggregate Managers. This essentially means that the
tool has access to the respective AMs (as opposed to the SFA GW used by the
Portal).

‐

Provide its users with the appropriate interface (QoE form) that allows them to
submit their evaluation of conducted Experiments.

The Reputation Service will update the FTUE framework and REST API calls with:
‐

The use of sliver_id and component_id of each resource that was used for the
Experiment in the form of Uniform Resource Names (URNs), as they are included in
each manifest of the federated slice, in addition to the component_name that by
itself, does not uniquely identify the resource.

‐

The inclusion of user_urn and slice_urn in addition to the human readable names
that are used in the presentation of the Reputation values.

•

Data Broker: provides an interface (via Manifold) for accessing all the OML streams
(measurements points) originated from infrastructure monitoring (OML Server). Testbeds
wrap their existing monitoring infrastructure (being Nagios, Zabbix or Collectd) in OML
streams. Detailed description of the Data Broker is provided in Deliverable 2.7 [5].The
Reputation Service queries the Data Broker in order to collect monitoring information
regarding the resources used in user’s experiment, for the duration of the experiment.

•

SLA Collector: determines whether there has been a violation to the service level
agreements provided by the testbed owners. The SLA service (SLA collector) collector
provides SLA information to the Reputation Service. The SLA collector at a Federation Level
provides a REST interface to the Reputation service, documented in Deliverable 7.5 [5]. The
reputation service will retrieve initially the list of SLA IDs registered for a particular slice and
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in the following, the violations for each SLA (ID) over the requested period in time
(Experiment), for each testbed involved.

Figure 8: Cycle 3: Reputation Service
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4.3 Roadmap for evaluation and development
With regards to aforementioned changes to the reputation framework within the Fed4FIRE
architecture, the update of the FTUE algorithm incorporating SLA metrics, will proceed in parallel
with the necessary updates to integrate the service with stand‐alone tools such as jFed.
The new version of the FTUE algorithm will be evaluated via simulation, based on the framework
implemented in [3]. The goal of the evaluation will be to investigate the efficiency of the revised
approach and appropriately select configuration parameters for fine tuning the reputation algorithm.
Following the performance evaluation, the updates will be incorporated in the actual system.
Finally throughout Cycle 3, more testbeds will be added to the Reputation Service. In order to do so
we need to (i) identify the technical services to be evaluated and add them in the FTUE framework
(ii) provide access to the corresponding monitoring information via the data broker (assuming that
they are exposed by the testbeds).
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5 Conclusions
This deliverable has described the updates planned in cycle 3 for the access control PDP, the SLA
management and the reputation service.
The PDP’s main updates are concerned with reusability, modularity and ease of installation and use.
An analysis of the PDP was conducted regarding these aspects and has been reported in D7.5. The
approach to address the requirements arising from this analysis has been reported here. The main
approaches include:



Shared vocabularies and standardised processing, thus enabling any deployment‐specific
processing to be isolated to policy rules and assertions scripts, meaning that the PDP has a
standardised reusable code base.
Vagrant scripts for installation, meaning that installation is much simplified from the user’s
perspective as it is mostly automated.

The updates in SLA management for cycle 3 are mainly related to the way in which components and
experimenters interact with SLAs. Their purpose is to extend the functionalities of the SLA
management process to facilitate the interaction with SLAs with experimenters, testbeds and
software components of the federation. To achieve this, a new design of the component
communication scheme has been described. In addition, this report has also described updates to
how the monitoring metrics are obtained and a GUI tool (SLA‐Dashboard) for testbeds to define and
visualize their own SLAs.
The main updates to Reputation Service are proposed for cycle 3 are:




Extending the Federated Trust and User Experience (FTUE) algorithm, incorporating
information regarding SLA violations for the experiment under evaluation, alongside or
alternative to monitoring information.
Updating APIs to enable integrating the Reputation Service with stand‐alone tools, e.g. jFed.
Expanding the list of testbeds that can be evaluated using the reputation service to all
testbeds in Fed4FIRE accessible to the users via the Fed4FIRE portal and jFed.

This deliverable will be followed by D7.6, which describes the results of implementing these updates
in Fed4FIRE’s infrastructure.
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6 Appendix 1 – Standard Request and Slice
Credential Assertion Mappings
6.1 Request from a Slice Owner
This is a request using a “natural” slice credential – that is the owner of the slice uses the slice
credential for their slice. (This is opposed to the delegated slice credential in the next section.)
The message is an OMF “request” message, but the mappings apply equally to other OMF message
types. The elements in the message from which assertions to the PDP are derived are colour coded,
and the colours correspond to the colours in the resulting assertions.

6.1.1 Wire message (XML)
---------------------<env xmlns="http://schema.mytestbed.net/omf/6.0/protocol">
<request mid="57f019b0-8070-4e8c-b167-cec9a9cd10c7">
<props>
<uid />
<assertion type="string"><?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no"?>
<signed-credential xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="http://www.protogeni.net/resources/credential/creden
tial.xsd"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.protogeni.net/resources/credential/ext/policy/1
http://www.protogeni.net/resources/credential/ext/policy/1/policy.xsd">
<credential xml:id="ref4EE12FEB94F1A53E">
<type>privilege</type>
<serial>215974</serial>
<owner_gid>MIID+jCCA2OgAwIBAgIDAOyeMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBBAUAMIG1MQswCQYDVQQGEwJC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</owner_gid>
<owner_urn>urn:publicid:IDN+wall2.ilabt.iminds.be+user+sjt1</owner_urn>
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<target_gid>MIIDfjCCAuegAwIBAgIDAS6FMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBBAUAMIG1MQswCQYDVQQGEwJC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</target_gid>
<target_urn>urn:publicid:IDN+wall2.ilabt.iminds.be+slice+slice3</target_urn>
<uuid>3eca08b8-ad3b-11e4-bd9f-001517becdc1</uuid>
<expires>2015-05-05T15:29:48Z</expires>
<privileges>
<privilege>
<name>*</name>
<can_delegate>1</can_delegate>
</privilege>
</privileges>
</credential>
<signatures>
<Signature xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#"
xml:id="Sig_ref4EE12FEB94F1A53E">
<SignedInfo>
<CanonicalizationMethod
Algorithm="http://www.w3.org/TR/2001/REC-xml-c14n-20010315" />
<SignatureMethod Algorithm="http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#rsa-sha1" />
<Reference URI="#ref4EE12FEB94F1A53E">
<Transforms>
<Transform
Algorithm="http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#enveloped-signature" />
</Transforms>
<DigestMethod Algorithm="http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#sha1" />
<DigestValue>DCbKa479HgiXtCUIMV6ePdy3bsU=</DigestValue>
</Reference>
</SignedInfo>
<SignatureValue>UWya1l1KxvqKsgORFl9ERIPE9Z8IOZlxqSWSJvKDYAEKDHmPU//x+UZ/MZlV0USg
TDM6eEp7/48/TJ7L2krpj5bUuhpCDXTPezYvZdyBjgmg3ogNH9ADMpKLbdphlTWX
TUmblIN/HFtWPRfVOjp4XavnB1Uq29M/owdIDD7jHIM=
</SignatureValue>
<KeyInfo>
<X509Data>
<X509Certificate>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89i4yfuYGvAqm8zpbsnZ958GT6TnhdkWwz90MI2fZXo1Ce1DaR7l0pQhkuTu9li3
+wIDAQABo4HYMIHVMB0GA1UdDgQWBBR+oou+gYJEndilQR9BUEkCbU8tgTA+BgNV
HREENzA1hjN1cm46cHVibGljaWQ6SUROK3dhbGwyLmlsYWJ0LmltaW5kcy5iZSth
dXRob3JpdHkrc2EwDwYDVR0TAQH/BAUwAwEB/zBjBggrBgEFBQcBAQRXMFUwUwYU
aYPMk4ComMyox72xp4CAqq7XihuGO2h0dHBzOi8vd3d3LndhbGwyLmlsYWJ0Lmlt
aW5kcy5iZToxMjM2OS9wcm90b2dlbmkveG1scnBjL3NhMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBBAUA
A4GBAI3lK1OEeDOlSTW1haUYkWTCk06xeM4YXUCOQghUQe2lxuNAYYU46BQPn2+4
FX6ohz16e/e1y+wcoYn0USo6G79xB6jItUL2dQviE1cLRic/BXzAp5hJxBdvGUAu
SEa8hHwPVB57wmU8xpDnIRML9lfVyZPWs+FdscUfOTMTilw4
</X509Certificate>
<X509SubjectName>emailAddress=vwall-ops@atlantis.ugent.be,CN=95ac5696-13a511e3-966a-001517becdc1,OU=iminds-wall2.sa,O=iMinds
- ilab.t,ST=OV,C=BE</X509SubjectName>
<X509IssuerSerial>
<X509IssuerName>emailAddress=vwallops@atlantis.ugent.be,CN=boss.wall2.ilabt.iminds.be,OU=Certificate
Authority,O=iMinds - ilab.t,L=Ghent,ST=OV,C=BE
</X509IssuerName>
<X509SerialNumber>1012</X509SerialNumber>
</X509IssuerSerial>
</X509Data>
<KeyValue>
<RSAKeyValue>
<Modulus>
oMghcsd46xMG7KFya5aXMrj+KAjZlhoy9IZWGRaMQ9bAoE8VTFiAJQ7X7iHTYFPf
I2qCgyY17CjmRgwQVqP+CFqiEpiAfy5lcWOfG+a+nvPYuMn7mBrwKpvM6W7J2fef
Bk+k54XZFsM/dDCNn2V6NQntQ2ke5dKUIZLk7vZYt/s=
</Modulus>
<Exponent>
AQAB
</Exponent>
</RSAKeyValue>
</KeyValue>
</KeyInfo>
</Signature>
</signatures>
</signed-credential>
</assertion>
</props>
<ts>1424790217</ts>
<src>xmpp://ubuntu-19230@localhost</src>
</request>
<sig>v4ZHq7H2GeQTsHaqh3iOm/SGSO3d5lx0nc/ubdIqWGH3iv0PBXfFY7sDETwx
bqXZOQO5tK9R0do8lOaC+IAyuJxq2a+slcs12pt01AeobOloWreM3Ubjkr+T
FRaekgIuKTGrPdjNMa84yHgDYHVdGhFqorGNkuAYy49cH/AwQ3c=
</sig>
<iss>xmpp://ubuntu-19230@localhost</iss>
<cert>MIID+jCCA2OgAwIBAgIDAOyeMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBBAUAMIG1MQswCQYDVQQGEwJC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aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cud2FsbDIuaWxhYnQuaW1pbmRzLmJlOjEyMzY5L3Byb3RvZ2Vu
aS94bWxycGMvc2EwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEEBQADgYEAeiMl8VIKq/dMMsd525MnlxZJ
518nT2ISIHhcenbjzPiRrvSdqdo2fAj6pNfWRPar7zJklZZa2ROXfzm/k0Tqi5sY
KzKFhUl8pJfXuiaIZ5pFu4noxX5ngG8dJacticah/f4HgHz4DWRwm9Q3BooW/8nn
AHI4sBEDRS83+ng2C/I=</cert>
</env>

6.1.2 Resulting Assertions
6.1.2.1 Slice Credential Assertions

The slice credential assertions all are derived from the contents of the “assertion” element8. The
presence of a slice credential is confirmed, and if so, the following assertions are derived from its
contents.
"sc1" "is_type" "slice_credential"
This element is asserted when the slice credential is identified. This
identification is done by looking for a <signed-credential> element and a
noNamespaceSchemaLocation of
http://www.protogeni.net/resources/credential/credential.xsd
"sc1" "has_slice_id" "urn:publicid:IDN+wall2.ilabt.iminds.be+slice+slice3"
The slice ID is extracted from the “subjectAltName” field in the certificate in the
<target_gid> element. This certificate must be GENI compliant and have x509 v3
extensions.
"sc1" "has_owner" "urn:publicid:IDN+wall2.ilabt.iminds.be+user+sjt1"
The owner ID is extracted from the “subjectAltName” field in the certificate in the
<owner_gid> element. This certificate must be GENI compliant and have x509 v3
extensions.
"sc1" "has_authorised_method" "*"
The privilege set is extracted from the <name> element inside the <privilege>
element.
"sc1" "signed_by" "urn:publicid:IDN+wall2.ilabt.iminds.be+authority+sa"
This is the identity of the signer of the slice credential, extracted from the
“subjectAltName” field in the certificate inside the <X509Certificate> element.
This element is inside the <Signature> element, which in turn is inside the
<signatures> element of the signature around the slice credential.

6.1.2.2 OMF Request Message Assertions
"req1" "is_type" "user_request"

"req1" "has_user" "urn:publicid:IDN+wall2.ilabt.iminds.be+user+sjt1"
The sender’s user ID is extracted from the “subjectAltName” field in the
certificate that signs the OMF message. This is outside the OMF “request” message
element, and is in the <cert> element directly after the <sig> element in the

8

The OMF message specification uses the keyword “assertion” to mean “security assertion” (e.g. access
tokens), whereas in this and previous deliverables, we have a more general definition. In the context of the
OMF message therefore, the “assertion” element is where the slice credential is stored.
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message envelope <env>, which is the outermost element in the XML wire message.
This certificate must be GENI compliant and have x509 v3 extensions.
"req1" "has_resource" "xmpp://rc1@localhost
The resource that the request is addressed to is actually fetched from the OMF
Topic object to which the message is sent, and is seen in the above message.
"req1" "has_method" "request"
The request method is directly derived from the OMF message type. In this case it
is a request message, as derived from the <request> element.
"req1" "has_request_time" "1424790217"
The request time is the time the message was sent.

6.2 Request from an Authorised Delegate
This is a request using a “delegated” slice credential – this is one where the requester is authorised
by the owner of the slice to be a delegate, and the slice credential presented reflects this. The
structure of the delegated slice credential is that the slice owner’s slice credential is embedded in the
delegated slice credential, inside the <parent> element.

6.2.1 Wire message (XML)
This section contains a complete example of an OMF wire message in XML format. It contains colour
coded elements that are used to derive the assertions made when the user makes their request. This
section is included mainly for completeness, as the following section (6.2.2) contains an abridged
version of this message that is easier to understand as it is all on one page.
---------------------<env xmlns="http://schema.mytestbed.net/omf/6.0/protocol">
<request mid="4b1ac302-0214-4c87-be99-1de83062ba67">
<props>
<uid />
<assertion type="string"><?xml version="1.0"?>
<signed-credential xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="http://www.protogeni.net/resources/credential/creden
tial.xsd"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.protogeni.net/resources/credential/ext/policy/1
http://www.protogeni.net/resources/credential/ext/policy/1/policy.xsd">
<credential xml:id="refE527B8EED871ACEE">
<type>privilege</type>
<serial>1</serial>
<owner_gid>MIIEBDCCA22gAwIBAgIDAOydMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBBAUAMIG1MQswCQYDVQQGEwJC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Mi5pbGFidC5pbWluZHMuYmWGLXVybjp1dWlkOjEwODJkODA0LTI1MWQtMTFlMy04
ODNhLTAwMTUxN2JlY2RjMTBjBggrBgEFBQcBAQRXMFUwUwYUaYPMk4ComMyox72x
p4CAqq7XihuGO2h0dHBzOi8vd3d3LndhbGwyLmlsYWJ0LmltaW5kcy5iZToxMjM2
OS9wcm90b2dlbmkveG1scnBjL3NhMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBBAUAA4GBAJnAolsAZA1T
N9R8IqvheAqsliaspn7axn/JsHHm3KX9csw5toi0gH3VULsMRG3qWu2o5egZDP/0
G9W9wjFgFkNmHVl+X1i1OLf0gFqcdYW8sMwmG3N7lWCz+8NgiZciSK2HMjj0v7vG
1KIZTuKEgMiJGu4kKeTNlCMkIL0rSzD2
</owner_gid>
<target_gid>MIIDfjCCAuegAwIBAgIDAS6FMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBBAUAMIG1MQswCQYDVQQGEwJC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</target_gid>
<uuid>4ead803f-a12d-4645-94a6-88955eec1d9b</uuid>
<expires>2015-05-05T15:29:48Z</expires>
<privileges>
<privilege>
<name>*</name>
<can_delegate>1</can_delegate>
</privilege>
</privileges>
<parent>
<credential xml:id="ref3B6B3AAC1819DF42">
<type>privilege</type>
<serial>226840</serial>
<owner_gid>MIID+jCCA2OgAwIBAgIDAOyeMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBBAUAMIG1MQswCQYDVQQGEwJC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</owner_gid>
<owner_urn>urn:publicid:IDN+wall2.ilabt.iminds.be+user+sjt1</owner_urn>
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<target_gid>MIIDfjCCAuegAwIBAgIDAS6FMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBBAUAMIG1MQswCQYDVQQGEwJC
RTELMAkGA1UECBMCT1YxDjAMBgNVBAcTBUdoZW50MRgwFgYDVQQKEw9pTWluZHMg
LSBpbGFiLnQxHjAcBgNVBAsTFUNlcnRpZmljYXRlIEF1dGhvcml0eTEjMCEGA1UE
AxMaYm9zcy53YWxsMi5pbGFidC5pbWluZHMuYmUxKjAoBgkqhkiG9w0BCQEWG3Z3
YWxsLW9wc0BhdGxhbnRpcy51Z2VudC5iZTAeFw0xNTAyMDUxMjI5NDhaFw0yMDA3
MjgxMzI5NDhaMIGvMQswCQYDVQQGEwJCRTELMAkGA1UECBMCT1YxGDAWBgNVBAoT
D2lNaW5kcyAtIGlsYWIudDEcMBoGA1UECxMTaW1pbmRzLXdhbGwyLnNsaWNlMzEt
MCsGA1UEAxMkMGUxZTkyNWYtYWQzYi0xMWU0LWJkOWYtMDAxNTE3YmVjZGMxMSww
KgYJKoZIhvcNAQkBFh1zanRAaXQtaW5ub3ZhdGlvbi5zb3Rvbi5hYy51azCBnzAN
BgkqhkiG9w0BAQEFAAOBjQAwgYkCgYEAuv+LIyh/W9r0T4T3xMNezF63vonHvLwH
WLLrEpchnLa2DxtLrv2qdgbZZcleFf/iVRGpDNlvaM5LGl2jazEhespVGkjcUniC
Q07zOBOAN3RTJeAsjLjRWvj72FHxXDWTQ/kHwezScMfMJpBelh3vIuozfdkpLQwQ
xQ2Yaqlkx0UCAwEAAaOBnzCBnDAdBgNVHQ4EFgQUPX015pKnKiQKEcT5qdS3nQrQ
y4IwbQYDVR0RBGYwZIYzdXJuOnB1YmxpY2lkOklETit3YWxsMi5pbGFidC5pbWlu
ZHMuYmUrc2xpY2Urc2xpY2Uzhi11cm46dXVpZDowZTFlOTI1Zi1hZDNiLTExZTQt
YmQ5Zi0wMDE1MTdiZWNkYzEwDAYDVR0TAQH/BAIwADANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQQFAAOB
gQBpp3ShN0ckCeggBUufX3e+1j7mLhSA6BEPAy1Zy1gVJ2PuMtbUOc5NPd0AbPV8
7LDWLv5LIofj6ugK6I4wNA5btIM58QOEW1Yhiia6iN/nmI3HMdIuUitnuzVc+Rt0
Ek+RuNGDgQ44mL2aKZVGZd6FPrhjszG+W060pz/K87xc4g==
</target_gid>
<target_urn>urn:publicid:IDN+wall2.ilabt.iminds.be+slice+slice3</target_urn>
<uuid>687590b6-bb3f-11e4-bd9f-001517becdc1</uuid>
<expires>2015-05-05T15:29:48Z</expires>
<privileges>
<privilege>
<name>*</name>
<can_delegate>1</can_delegate>
</privilege>
</privileges>
</credential>
</parent>
</credential>
<signatures>
<Signature xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#"
xml:id="Sig_ref3B6B3AAC1819DF42">
<SignedInfo>
<CanonicalizationMethod
Algorithm="http://www.w3.org/TR/2001/REC-xml-c14n-20010315" />
<SignatureMethod Algorithm="http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#rsa-sha1" />
<Reference URI="#ref3B6B3AAC1819DF42">
<Transforms>
<Transform
Algorithm="http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#enveloped-signature" />
</Transforms>
<DigestMethod Algorithm="http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#sha1" />
<DigestValue>J+U7P5pb4LW7vOJuq3r2rVO2ZQk=</DigestValue>
</Reference>
</SignedInfo>
<SignatureValue>d7rIfi43VH7MIVC8tilHaDXLomvk6zKtIsOt2MYDgWbVVdjtWUUc7itIoV+sxiIl
VVJycbQN9llN7LiDnRjBf5ASER/TAXxBIN6GUzZ5+cIsmx5JMiliQOdmZWBQJ9Ab
q/w0PKlysqyxXAZ8JoPE9DLYJp48AYocXeavHwSQcfI=
</SignatureValue>
<KeyInfo>
<X509Data>
<X509Certificate>MIIDsDCCAxmgAwIBAgICA/QwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEEBQAwgbUxCzAJBgNVBAYTAkJF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1sCgTxVMWIAlDtfuIdNgU98jaoKDJjXsKOZGDBBWo/4IWqISmIB/LmVxY58b5r6e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</X509Certificate>
<X509SubjectName>emailAddress=vwall-ops@atlantis.ugent.be,CN=95ac5696-13a511e3-966a-001517becdc1,OU=iminds-wall2.sa,O=iMinds
- ilab.t,ST=OV,C=BE
</X509SubjectName>
<X509IssuerSerial>
<X509IssuerName>emailAddress=vwallops@atlantis.ugent.be,CN=boss.wall2.ilabt.iminds.be,OU=Certificate
Authority,O=iMinds - ilab.t,L=Ghent,ST=OV,C=BE
</X509IssuerName>
<X509SerialNumber>1012</X509SerialNumber>
</X509IssuerSerial>
</X509Data>
<KeyValue>
<RSAKeyValue>
<Modulus>
oMghcsd46xMG7KFya5aXMrj+KAjZlhoy9IZWGRaMQ9bAoE8VTFiAJQ7X7iHTYFPf
I2qCgyY17CjmRgwQVqP+CFqiEpiAfy5lcWOfG+a+nvPYuMn7mBrwKpvM6W7J2fef
Bk+k54XZFsM/dDCNn2V6NQntQ2ke5dKUIZLk7vZYt/s=
</Modulus>
<Exponent>
AQAB
</Exponent>
</RSAKeyValue>
</KeyValue>
</KeyInfo>
</Signature>
<Signature xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#"
xml:id="Sig_refE527B8EED871ACEE">
<SignedInfo>
<CanonicalizationMethod
Algorithm="http://www.w3.org/TR/2001/REC-xml-c14n-20010315" />
<SignatureMethod Algorithm="http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#rsa-sha1" />
<Reference URI="#refE527B8EED871ACEE">
<Transforms>
<Transform
Algorithm="http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#enveloped-signature" />
</Transforms>
<DigestMethod Algorithm="http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#sha1" />
<DigestValue>P+vz7dUgXhpx+1cFhxQ9biCKbOo=</DigestValue>
</Reference>
</SignedInfo>
<SignatureValue>eAaa9esA8EEaaoOM4RewY/0t6LguoGoW203Vch5E6gEJyBhQZQf0wD2wW0bTe570
syk8Y6mQUwtPgtiDPHLU+59KdWidFe3/db3VkNGZfplW0trqxVDxbld9cURdAvuS
4qKFD7rIMYj5ACrVzvV1iknQDb+fPgDaWBlI0iOyIt4=
</SignatureValue>
<KeyInfo>
<X509Data />
<KeyValue>
<RSAKeyValue>
<Modulus>
xLe2UNGPaE7s39/C8g7tsBPjlynPTp3Lrh+DPYU5yC6dGj6tf6DOn8TzCZniArwo
G87yJxUUYXM5uqS2ocyHf++04CrZtTVeT0nPdnii4sC6fo0bzw930BQWLqlfwEmH
tNid1Elg2EtEa0pEweQPODhAeG63f5cjB5y85yhEfH0=
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</Modulus>
<Exponent>
AQAB
</Exponent>
</RSAKeyValue>
</KeyValue>
</KeyInfo>
</Signature>
</signatures>
</signed-credential>
</assertion>
</props>
<ts>1424789697</ts>
<src>xmpp://ubuntu-18991@localhost</src>
</request>
<sig>u28wl/7XaLlOotVHp7Ya+Gg7Ld32KGfNvnUUby//1qrZ/Hj4vteMPIPdqkte
Ce+SXwCIQflHQMIEkYqEHXEd2IJHBKVQ2qS7OyX28zoj4E7SY6/hfAJgoR2V
8sVScAwG8d6MfICm+Zor44upCYrvk/It1THPUMmSgKbgTbzQf3Y=
</sig>
<iss>xmpp://ubuntu-18991@localhost</iss>
<cert>MIIEBDCCA22gAwIBAgIDAOydMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBBAUAMIG1MQswCQYDVQQGEwJC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</cert>
</env>
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6.2.2 Abridged XML Wire Message
This section is a duplicate of the above message, with sections that are not relevant to deriving the
resulting assertions removed for clarity.
<env xmlns="http://schema.mytestbed.net/omf/6.0/protocol">
<request mid="4b1ac302-0214-4c87-be99-1de83062ba67">
<assertion>
<signed-credential>
<credential xml:id="refE527B8EED871ACEE"> // Delegated Credential
<owner_gid> // Delegate ID
<target_gid> // Slice ID
<privileges> <privilege> <name>*</name> </privilege> </privileges> // Method
<parent>
<credential xml:id="ref3B6B3AAC1819DF42"> // Slice Owner Credential
<owner_gid> // Slice Owner ID
<target_gid> // Slice ID
<privileges> <privilege> <name>*</name></privilege></privileges>
</credential>
</parent>
</credential>
<signatures>
<Signature
<SignedInfo>
<Reference URI="#ref3B6B3AAC1819DF42"> // Signature for Slice Owner Credential
</SignedInfo>
<KeyInfo>
<X509Data>
<X509Certificate> // ID of Slice Owner Credential’s signer – slice authority
</X509Data>
</KeyInfo>
</Signature>
<Signature>
<SignedInfo>
<Reference URI="#refE527B8EED871ACEE"> // Signature for Delegated Credential
</SignedInfo>
<KeyInfo>
<X509Data />
<KeyValue>
<RSAKeyValue> // ID of Delegated Credential’s signer – slice owner
</KeyValue>
</KeyInfo>
</Signature>
</signatures>
</signed-credential>
</assertion>
</props>
</request>
<sig>
<cert> // Signature of user request - sender’s ID
</env>
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6.2.3 Resulting Assertions
6.2.3.1 Slice Credential Assertions
"sc1" "is_type" "delegated_slice_credential"
This element is asserted when the slice credential is identified. This
identification is done by looking for a <signed-credential> element and a
noNamespaceSchemaLocation of
http://www.protogeni.net/resources/credential/credential.xsd
"sc1" "has_slice_id" "urn:publicid:IDN+wall2.ilabt.iminds.be+slice+slice3"
The slice ID is extracted from the “subjectAltName” field in the certificate in the
<target_gid> element of the delegated slice credential. This certificate must be
GENI compliant and have x509 v3 extensions. There is also a target element in the
parent slice credential, and the slice ID in both the delegated and parent slice
credentials must match.
"sc1" "has_delegate" "urn:publicid:IDN+wall2.ilabt.iminds.be+user+f4fdlg"
The delegate ID is extracted from the “subjectAltName” field in the certificate in
the <owner_gid> element of the delegated slice credential. This certificate must be
GENI compliant and have x509 v3 extensions.
"sc1" "has_authorised_method" "*"

"sc1" "signed_by" "urn:publicid:IDN+wall2.ilabt.iminds.be+user+sjt1"
Derived from the modulus and exponent in the RSAKeyValue element for the signature
that refers to the delegated slice credential.
"sc1" "has_parent_slice_credential" "sc1_parent"
Derived from the <parent> element in the delegated slice credential
"sc1_parent" "is_type" "slice_credential"

"sc1_parent" "has_slice_id" "urn:publicid:IDN+wall2.ilabt.iminds.be+slice+slice3"
Target_gid in parent – should be the same slice id as that in delegated slice
credential.
"sc1_parent" "has_owner" "urn:publicid:IDN+wall2.ilabt.iminds.be+user+sjt1"
Owner GID in parent
"sc1_parent" "has_authorised_method" "*"
Privileges / name in parent
"sc1_parent" "signed_by" "urn:publicid:IDN+wall2.ilabt.iminds.be+authority+sa"
Signer of element representing sc1_parent

6.2.3.2 OMF Request Message Assertions
"req1" "is_type" "user_request"

"req1" "has_user" "urn:publicid:IDN+wall2.ilabt.iminds.be+user+f4fdlg"
The sender’s user ID is extracted from the “subjectAltName” field in the
certificate that signs the OMF message. This is outside the OMF “request” message
element, and is in the <cert> element directly after the <sig> element in the
message envelope <env> which is the outermost element in the XML wire message. This
certificate must be GENI compliant and have x509 v3 extensions.
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"req1" "has_resource" "xmpp://rc1@localhost"
The resource that the request is addressed to is actually fetched from the OMF
Topic object to which the message is sent, and is seen in the above message.
"req1" "has_method" "request"
The request method is directly derived from the OMF message type. In this case it
is a request message, as derived from the <request> element.
"req1" "has_request_time" "1424789697"
The request time is the time the message was sent.
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